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6
MICHELLE R. WARREN

The politics of textual scholarship

A political view of textual scholarship locates editorial practice and theory

within the broadest conceptions of literary and cultural study. To the extent

that textual scholarship highlights the constructed nature of all texts, it opens

perspectives on the various political forces that traverse those constructions –

from historical circumstances to textual content, from intentional manipu-

lation to the more diffuse effects of ideology, from assertions of power

to its resistance. Politically oriented textual scholarship can identify with

historical and cultural precision the power dynamics (both oppressive and

resistant) that sustain language and text systems. Textual scholarship thus

has important alliances to forge with any number of politically inflected

modes of literary and cultural study – from the postcolonial to the queer,

the ecological to the philosophical.

The idea of politics in textual scholarship encompasses both the produc-

tion of texts and their use – especially their use for partisan purposes. In other

words, a political view means that textual scholarship belongs as much to its

readers as to its creators. In this essay, I write quite self-consciously as one of

those readers – as someone who has not formally published an edition but

who avidly seeks multiple layers of meaning in the material and formal prop-

erties of texts (including editions). My examples of how politics impinges on

textual scholarship come primarily (although not exclusively) from the field

I know best – European medieval studies. I have organized them to illus-

trate several different understandings of the “political”: national contexts of

professionalized textual scholarship, power relations embedded in editorial

forms, and ideological implications of the language used to describe edito-

rial practice. While hardly exhausting the possibilities for politically inflected

approaches to textual scholarship, these topics suggest some of the ways in

which attention to politics can orient both the creation and reception of

edited texts.

A fully rigorous account of the politics of textual scholarship should really

address definitions of the political. What does editing have to do with com-

munity, the polis? What are the ethics of transhistorical and cross-cultural
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120 michelle r. warren

engagements? How does ideology, variously defined, traverse institutional

sites of editorial production? What do different conceptions of power illu-

minate about textual processes and forms? What sorts of social dynamics

surround the disciplinary formations and receptions of textual scholarship?

While I cannot delve deeply into these fundamentals here (instead drawing

on an eclectic and shifting array of definitions in the spirit of exploration and

provocation), the very term “politics” requires serious discussion at every

stage of textual scholarship.

Disciplinary histories

The development of textual scholarship in nineteenth-century Europe coin-

cided with the consolidation of national identities and, in many cases, over-

seas imperialism. Editorial production also coincided with the increasingly

structured division of disciplinary inquiry in universities: edited texts made

many other kinds of inquiry possible, from literary criticism to history

to linguistics. Editorial methods thus shaped the basic materials for dis-

ciplinary development. Arguments over method, however, owed a great

deal to national and imperial rivalries. Textual scholarship thus participated

actively in the broader politics of scholarship per se, both on the diffuse

level of “power relations” as described by Michel Foucault (The Order of

Things; The Archeology of Knowledge) and on the pragmatic level of the

strategic deployment of texts to support social authority.

The very development of editorial methods occurred within complex polit-

ical frames, often leading to identifiably national schools of critical method

(each with its own defining figures). In many national contexts in nineteenth-

century Europe, the medieval epic became a privileged target of editorial

politics, since the genre was understood to legitimate the ethnic identities

of modern nation-states. Thus in Britain, politically inflected scholarship

developed around Beowulf, while in Spain the Cid inspired analogous atten-

tions. Some of the most overtly political disputes took place between French

and German scholars around the Song of Roland. Before the rediscovery

and publication of the poem in 1837, France had long been judged to lack

the “epic spirit” considered fundamental to a fully developed national con-

sciousness. The Roland was thus immediately hailed in France as a national

poem, its publication a triumph over both German culture and German

editorial control. If the publication of Roland could prove that France had

produced an epic to rival those of other countries, its popular diffusion could

contribute to a profound re-imagining of the national character.1

A close look at the development of textual scholarship around the Roland

illustrates well the politics of editing. For Roland could not legitimate

French national origins without some inventive textual scholarship: the
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The politics of textual scholarship 121

oldest manuscript resided not in France but in Oxford (Bodleian Library,

Digby 23), it was written in an Anglo-Norman dialect (that is, not directly

connected to Continental France); the poem’s heroic Franks could function

as the ethnic predecessors of the Germans as well as the French (depending on

how one dated the poem). These problems concerned French scholars from

the beginning, since they were acutely aware that German scholars were

publishing editions of “French” texts at a faster rate and with more “rigor-

ous” methods than the French themselves. The French recovery of Roland,

however, took on greater urgency after the successful Prussian invasion of

France in 1870.

Already during the siege of Paris in December 1870, Roland became a

lightning rod for patriotic reflection: in the space of six days, two profes-

sors opened their courses with lectures on the poem, and another signed his

introduction to a new edition (calling urgently for the “repatriation” of the

Oxford manuscript). Techniques of textual scholarship were soon directly

implicated in both the diagnosis of weaknesses that led to France’s defeat and

the prognosis for future strength. Several scholars, for example, linked Ger-

man superiority on the battle field with German superiority in editing. And

for the politically sensitive Roland, the lack of a French-produced edition of

high scholarly caliber represented something of a national embarrassment.

Even though the first post-war edition appeared in 1872, followed soon by a

number of highly portable popular editions and translations, scholars relied

primarily on German editions (Theodor Müller 1851, 1863, 1878; Eduard

Böhmer 1872; Edmund Stengel 1878). In 1894, Joseph Bédier declared it

“humiliating” that Germans were recovering French literature before the

French; again in 1913, he complained that it was “deplorable” to have

to read the Roland in “detestable” German editions. In terms of textual

scholarship, then, France needed not only a Roland produced by a French-

man but one produced according to methods both “scientific” and properly

“French.”

A close comparison of the edition that Bédier himself ultimately pro-

duced in 1922 with those of his predecessor Léon Gautier illustrates some

of the very detailed ways in which politics can inform textual scholarship.

Gautier edited Roland almost incessantly from the 1860s until his death

in 1897. Largely as a result of his efforts, the poem became obligatory

reading in French secondary schools in 1880 (for girls in 1882); the first

translations for young children appeared in 1885. One of the early recipi-

ents of Gautier’s epic patriotism was Bédier: in 1878, as a youth living in

France’s Indian Ocean colony, Réunion Island, Bédier received a copy of

one of Gautier’s editions as a school prize. While Bédier mentions this fact

in non-scholarly contexts, his scholarship reveals a concerted effort to dis-

avow the influence of both Gautier and the German editorial methods that
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122 michelle r. warren

Gautier ultimately embraced. This disavowal derives from the nationalist

politics of textual scholarship as well as from the imperial politics of colonial

memory.

The classification of Roland manuscripts lies at the center of these political

conflicts. The German editions that Bédier so reviled followed the stemmatic

method of critical editing first practiced by Karl Lachmann. Intended to

reconstruct the “original” text by comparing versions, Lachmann’s method

reflected the political value of linear national development. For Roland, the

German editors Wendelin Foerster and Edmund Stengel gave the Oxford

manuscript a “brother” and granted equal weight to two other groups of

manuscripts; together, the three groups provided evidence for the epic’s

oldest form. Citing Foerster, Gautier abandoned his initial privileging of

the Oxford manuscript. As of 1880, he followed the Germans in giving

equal weight to three manuscript families, producing the composite text

that shaped students’ experience of Roland for generations. Displacing this

tradition, Bédier in the 1920s argued in favor of the Oxford manuscript’s

unique, dignified authority. In lieu of Gautier and the Germans, Bédier made

Francisque Michel, who first transcribed the Oxford text in 1837, the heroic

originator of a purely French tradition of textual scholarship devoted to

editing the one “best manuscript” rather than critically combining different

sources.

Bédier’s version of editorial history, however, simplifies rather tenden-

tiously the interactions between French and German practices. Bédier, for

example, overlooks Gautier’s early editorial theory and practice, which

largely resemble Bédier’s own. And even Stengel, the champion of the com-

posite method, once edited the Oxford manuscript – in diplomatic tran-

scription no less (1878). Bédier’s focus on Michel sidelines another German

editor, Theodor Müller, whose 1851 edition is actually based on Michel’s of

1837 – and whom Gautier followed in his editorial work of the 1860s and

1870s. Bédier’s editorial history, in other words, excises both Müller and

Gautier in favor of Michel. By overlooking the formative role of a Gautier

edition that followed Müller, Bédier purifies his own editorial genealogy,

reconnecting with an origin prior to the attentions of German philology.

This nationalist argument simultaneously elides and recovers colonial mem-

ory: Bédier ignores the Gautier edition he read on Réunion, while producing

a text actually quite similar to Gautier’s.

The dialect of the Oxford manuscript posed another kind of political

problem: how could a poem in Anglo-Norman represent French national

origins? Nineteenth-century editors addressed this embarrassment accord-

ing to their respective theories of origin: Gaston Paris amended the text to

reflect the Francien dialect, while Gautier sought to restore the “purity”

of the Norman dialect (liberating it from the “vices” and “dishonor” of
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The politics of textual scholarship 123

Anglo-Norman “dust”). Bédier rejected these kinds of interventions while

remaining as committed as Gautier and Paris to the Roland’s French origins.

He “purifies” the poem’s seemingly contaminated form in several ways. First,

he argues, Roland’s basic unity derives from the singularity of its original

French author. The poem’s universality and “classical” style (akin to

Racine’s, he says) transcend local particularities: the manuscript’s graphic

forms do not in themselves orient the poem toward Britain. Bédier concedes

that the manuscript offers a “pure” representation of the French spoken in

England around 1170. This language, however, shares a number of dialecti-

cal features with the Continental “French” of 1100, and so does not actually

differ very much from the poem’s original language. Bédier reasons further

that the poet himself could have used inconsistent forms: since we do not

know what rules he followed, we cannot make the copyist responsible for

everything that looks like an error; correcting anything could change the

poet’s own words. In effect, Bédier argues that the manuscript’s Anglo-

Norman may as well be French, for all anyone knows about the nature

of French in 1100. While scrupulously preserving the “foreign” dialect,

Bédier renders it utterly meaningless. His edition thereby claims a double

continuity – simultaneously faithful to the lost original poem (in French)

and the surviving manuscript (in Anglo-Norman).

Bédier’s editorial arguments reinforced the national recuperation of

Roland begun by his predecessors who had lived through the Franco-

Prussian war of 1870. After the more recent war of 1914–18, Bédier’s

Roland reanimated the longstanding political dynamics of nationalist philol-

ogy. He gives the politics of textual recovery a decidedly colonial twist

when he dedicates his completed edition to his island homeland, “Bourbon

Island” (Réunion). Bédier’s methodological conclusion – to edit from a single

manuscript considered the “best,” with a minimum of intervention – became

a new disciplinary norm in French textual scholarship. In its requirement

to prioritize a single source over all others, “Bédierism” subtly sustains

colonial ideology. Stemmatic reconstructions also rely on hierarchies that

result in one “true” text. This similarity, though, was often obscured by the

nationalist politics of editorial practitioners.

Bédier’s Roland oriented scholarly and popular understanding of the epic

for much of the twentieth century. The edition remained widely available

into the 1980s, serving as a durable reference despite the many other edi-

tions produced since 1922. Even when students and scholars have used

other editions, they have felt Bédier’s influence: most editors have focused

exclusively on the Oxford manuscript, with ever greater respect for its exact

forms. Arguably, even Cesare Segre’s influential revival of the stemmatic

approach to the manuscript corpus remains fundamentally Bédierist: Segre

relies on the Müller stemma that Bédier defended, changing the Oxford text
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124 michelle r. warren

much less than the stemmatic method authorizes; in his second edition he

relegates interpolated passages to the notes.2 The prevalence of Bédier’s ideas

in Roland’s twentieth-century editorial history reveals the ways in which his

unspoken political motivations have shaped textual scholarship. Bédier’s

theories of authorship and language support not only the French nation,

but general conceptions of cohesion that underlie most forms of national

belonging. In Bédier’s case, these conceptions owe a great deal to colonial

experience and implicit theories of racial identity.

Today, the Oxford Roland seems somewhat liberated from the strictures

of Bédier’s conclusions. In France, the French translation of Segre’s critical

edition has become the new authority (required for French national exams in

2004); students not trained in Old French are likely to read Ian Short’s ver-

sion in the Lettres gothiques series, which introduces numerous changes to

the Oxford text in an effort to account for scribal knowledge of oral com-

position; scholars now have access to the full corpus of French-language

Roland manuscripts through the new editions overseen by Joseph Duggan.

Duggan’s project dramatically shifts editorial focus from questions of ori-

gins and authorship to the dynamics of reception and rewriting: the new

editions encourage attention to the Oxford manuscript’s twelfth-century

context, to the significance of manuscript artifacts themselves, and to later

medieval thinking on the renewable significance of Roland’s story. New pol-

itics, of course, shadow this project – published in English by the Belgian

press Brepols, edited entirely by scholars working outside of France. The

internationalization of textual scholarship in this case signals a shift, but

not an end, to editorial politics.

Textual politics

The politics of editorial method that surround Roland are closely bound

up with the politics of textual selection and dissemination: since the epic

genre served a broader function as a literary witness to national origins, the

production of editions responded to politically inflected desires while their

distribution aimed to foster those desires in new readers. In terms of textual

selection, politics conditions the very materials that draw the attentions

of individual editors and the institutions in which they work. Preferences

for particular textual sources may also break down along national, and

class, lines (with materials considered elite receiving greater attention in

one context while those of more modest origins are prioritized in another).

In terms of dissemination, editions’ material forms encode power relations

and political aspirations of varying degrees of explicitness. Selection and

dissemination thus signify within broader cultural dynamics, embedding

textual politics within a general sociology of textuality.
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The politics of textual scholarship 125

The editing of ideologically charged material can have profound conse-

quences for practical politics. Any project involving the legacy of political

figures encounters editorial questions with direct political consequences.

The editing of colonial histories illustrates these consequences clearly: var-

ious interpretative fallacies have arisen from tendentious and selective edi-

tions produced from the manuscripts associated with Christopher Colum-

bus, manuscripts that are themselves filled with heavily politicized marginal

commentary.3 Approaches to editing obscenities, or other kinds of “objec-

tionable” content, also raise questions about the politics of speech itself. The

very availability of certain texts, and not others, conditions the formation

of textual canons that in turn have decisive impacts on education, popular

culture, and scholarship.

Textbooks and other educational materials are also the products of edit-

ing and textual scholarship. Everything from the selections to the framing

narratives to the introductory headnotes of anthologies bespeaks both polit-

ical design and ideological effect. Politics here encompasses both the direct

politicization of educational content (the ways that textbooks frame colo-

nialism, for example) to the broader politics of knowledge formation itself

(the ways that any anthology marks limits in a given field).4 Indeed, the cur-

rent phenomenon of subscription-based textual databases entails a number

of legal and economic issues that bear political scrutiny.

Material forms also structure a number of different relations of “power” –

between editor and text, edited text and source materials, edited text and

readers, different parts of the edition itself. Layouts, for example, can empha-

size similarities among texts (uniform shapes for disparate sources, familiar

modern forms for ancient sources) or differences. Practices around annota-

tion establish more direct networks of power over and around textuality,

marking both authority and resistance, laws and their transgression, com-

pletion and its failure.5 The proportionality of “apparatus” to “text” can

physically signal the power plays of editorial practice: when the appara-

tus far exceeds the text, it signals a kind of interpretative exhaustion even

before the reader reaches the text itself; when reduced to a bare minimum

or even eliminated, the silence signals the text’s self-sufficiency, naturalizing

editorial intervention. The very “blankness” of a page devoid of notes or

other apparatus suggests a transparent autonomy associated with disembod-

ied authority. Even the seemingly open-ended structures of digital editions

encode hierarchies in the architecture of both software and hardware, insin-

uating power relations into both the production and reception of electronic

forms. (Many of these issues have been explored at length in the critical work

of writers such as David Greetham, John Bryant, and Jerome McGann.)

The ways in which form can attest to politics suggests that “old” and

“inadequate” editions may have important stories to tell as witnesses to
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126 michelle r. warren

histories of power relations. Early Spanish poetry, for example, became

“monolingual” through distinctly ideological editorial interventions, which

suppressed the presence of Hebrew and Arabic. In Britain, in the nineteenth

century, editions of medieval literature produced by the Early English Text

Society circulated the ideology of “English culture” in British India; colonial

pedagogy included a specific role for compilers of “useful” works. Mean-

while, the production of the Monumenta Germaniae Historica and other

philological efforts in Germany responded to a myriad of shifting and con-

tradictory political ideals.6 And in France, the epic Fierabras was conceived

by its translator, Jean-Bernard Mary-Lafon, as a literal aid to North African

colonization:

Why wouldn’t we show in this chivalric epic the great figure of Charlemagne

to the Arabs of Africa, whose hearts would leap with joy at the narrative

of the great blows given by Fierabras, and who would probably see, with

their fatalist belief, a premature decree of God and the finger of Allah in the

submission and baptism of the most brilliant of their heros? . . . In this fact,

so strangely remarkable, of the Fierabras of legend kneeling down at Charle-

magne’s feet and of the Abd-el-Kader of history kneeling before Napoleon,

isn’t there enough to strike imaginations less impressionable than those

of the Arabs?

Mary-Lafon concludes with the hope that his French translation be trans-

lated into Arabic, “to repeat in the Orient and in Africa, under the tent and

under the kiosk, the heroic epics of our fathers.” Mary-Lafon’s translation,

along with the one he imagines, witness the agency of textual scholarship in

colonial ambition. Mary-Lafon’s own resistance to the ideology of French

unity, due to his defence of Provençal autonomy, places his expansionist

rhetoric within an especially complex logic of internal and external colo-

nialism. And since a new edition of Fierabras wasn’t published until 2003,

nationalist and colonialist pasts have probably been circulating in schol-

arship in various unexamined ways. Even “unreliable” editions, in other

words, have important stories to tell about ideological appropriations and

political histories.

Material forms also lend themselves to eco-political interpretation. What

happens to the aesthetics of the medieval manuscript, for example, when

we think of the object – made of animal skins – from the perspective of the

politics of animal rights?7 The contrast between a “worthless” carcass and

a “priceless” ancient book can provoke critical thinking on the intersections

of economics and aesthetics. On what grounds, in turn, are collections of

such animal objects superseded by printed editions, or by electronic bits

whose processing and storage depend on the mining of irreplaceable precious

metals (often from lands formerly subject to European colonialism)? Similar
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The politics of textual scholarship 127

interrogations can be brought to bear on relations between editions and any

number of materials – from birch bark to acid paper to stone.

We can also ask pro-actively political questions about editing. Feminist

editing, for example, includes a focus on the gendered inflections of textual

cruxes, the “recovery” of texts overlooked in patriarchal canon formation,

and efforts to break with patriarchal methods. Rather than reproduce mascu-

line notions of authorship and audience, how can editors favor “fluidity” and

challenge the numerous “essentialisms” that have often informed editorial

thought? How can they avoid complicity with misogynist materials through

the rhetoric and content of annotation?8 On one level, feminist approaches

commit to the radically provisional, resisting closure and the finality of

definitive authority. What happens when editors explicitly “politicize” their

approach in this way? What are the implicit politics of those who don’t?

How might commitments to postcolonial or gender theory shape editorial

practice? What might the categories of “colonial mimicry” or “queer” do

to conceptions of relations between editions and the materials that inspire

them? Both of these categories unsettle the traditionally normative ethos

of editorial ideology. Explicitly politicized approaches ultimately under-

score the power plays that inhere in every project of editorial appropriation,

whatever its form, content, or method.

Editorial discourse

The very ways in which the makers and users of editions talk about the edi-

torial process and its products also inflect relations of power. Many different

metaphors conceptualize textual scholarship in terms that both imply and

exert ideological force. Every descriptive term carries prescriptive potential;

whether we speak of “corruption” or “variance,” diplomatic “neutrality”

or critical “intervention,” “readability” and “clarity” or the “clutter” of

zealous erudition, we find ourselves entangled in a plethora of connotations

that condition our textual experiences.

The very bitterness with which editors criticize each others’ methods tes-

tifies not only to the high stakes of editorial action but to an oppositional

structure of scholarship that has its own consequences. Questions of method

are often presented in a zero-sum game in which the truth-value of one

method is predicated on demonstrating the worthlessness of another.9 Pro-

gressivists rhetorics of openness, accessibility, and collaboration operate just

as politically. Institutional contexts loom large in the politics of method, as

professional organizations, publishers, universities, archives, and govern-

ments all set some of the terms of usefulness.

In seeking to understand definitions of editorial success and viability, it can

be useful to think of both editorial projects and methodological arguments
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128 michelle r. warren

as “plots” – narratives that follow certain prescribed structures, much like

the historiographical plots identified by Hayden White in Metahistory (e.g.

romance, comedy, tragedy, satire). Do happy endings prevail? How do the

modes of metonymy, metaphor, and irony structure relations among texts?

How do seemingly plot-resistant terms like “browsing” map out divergent

but nonetheless prescribed experiences? In articulating the editorial plots

that we perceive, and in consciously recognizing the emplotment of descrip-

tive narratives, we can account more fully for the varied stakes of textual

scholarship.

One of the more powerful structuring plots of textual scholarship is evolu-

tionary biology, partly a legacy of nineteenth-century institutional structures

but also a sign of the enduring explanatory claims of the biological sciences

(from the Human Genome Project to the Innocence Project). Scientists them-

selves posit biology as a model for all of the humanities. In textual scholar-

ship, metaphors of descent (phylogeny), taxonomy, botany (rhizome), and

genetics “naturalize” textual relations; ideas about a given individual’s

“likely” actions in a given textual situation rely on psychological and biolog-

ical assumptions. These metaphors cast textual scholarship as “scientific”

rather than “humanistic.” The maintenance of this divide, Marjorie Garber

has shown, relies on normative ideas about “human nature.” What happens

to the politics of textual scholarship if, following Garber’s suggestion, we

treat “human nature” as a question rather than an answer?10 To the extent

that textual scholarship relies on the science of human nature, it remains

caught in an interdisciplinary feedback loop, in which science has claimed

literary texts as the proof of human nature and the methods for publishing

those texts have drawn on scientific models. Garber’s examples of how sci-

entists cite Shakespeare typify the problem, since Shakespeare also serves an

iconic function in Anglophone textual scholarship (due to the cultural stakes

attached to his name and works): while scientific literature ignores the com-

plexity of Shakespeare’s texts, textual scholarship often ignores the complex-

ity of biology. In this loop, mutually reinforcing fantasies of “human nature”

both expose and hide the politics of metaphor in disciplinary reasoning.

Scientific discourse also underwrites the conceptualization of “progress”

in textual scholarship – the desirable path to a “definitive” edition of the

“best” materials using the highest “standards.” The quest for definitive

forms encourages editors, publishers, and readers alike to overlook the con-

structed nature of their textual models – to discard everything that precedes

or exceeds the clear printed text. We should therefore be wary of the “myth

of progress” by which a “good” edition renders its predecessors obsolete.

Similarly, the idea of selecting the “best” manuscript for editing implies

hierarchies of value that imbue certain phenomena with greater authority

than others. Editions themselves are often assigned lesser value than the
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The politics of textual scholarship 129

“original” and “unique” materials that inspire them. The politics of singu-

larity opposes multiplicity and contingency. As William Robins points out,

privileging the “best” often focuses on “central” rather than “peripheral”

witnesses to a given textual tradition – a structural orientation that works

metaphorically on a number of a different political levels. Robins explores

the effects of constructing “worst” text editions: what do we learn from

the “periphery” of the corpus? This approach has the potential not only to

overturn traditional hierarchies but to expose the ideological underpinnings

of hierarchy itself.

The sciences have provided attractive metaphors for textual scholarship

precisely because they imply legitimate authority and rigorous technique.

Expertise itself, then, functions as a master trope in disciplinary politics. Crit-

ical interpretation often depends on repressed power relations with experts

and the products of their expertise. What is left to the “experts” can eas-

ily be objectified as admirable or irrelevant. The institutional consecration

of expertise can also affect editorial method, contributing for example to

the privileging of “difficult” vocabulary over quotidian usages.11 Textual

scholarship of course cannot do without method, training, and practice.

Nonetheless, generalized awareness of the implications of “consuming” the

products of editorial scholarship can facilitate an analytic engagement with

those same materials, making their construction and form as much an object

of analysis as their seemingly neutral “content.” Textual scholarship itself

can endeavor to account for the powers of technique. A willingness to pro-

ceed sometimes as “amateurs,” rather than as experts, might open some

surprising new possibilities. By considering authoritative expertise in theo-

retical and practical terms, critics of all kinds (“textual,” “interpretative,”

“cultural”) can find ways to overcome the divisions of labor that too often

constrict our view.

Labor itself, in quite material terms, constitutes an important aspect of the

politics of textual scholarship. Approaches to textual scholarship attendant

to class or historical materialism can include analysis of both the cultural

work of editions within ideological formations and editorial labor itself

within the academic market system. In class terms, editing has sometimes

boasted of a solid middle-class usefulness of higher value than literary crit-

icism (sometimes cast as the dilettant privilege of the leisured classes).12

Conversely, editorial labor can look like the textual “proletariat” – a means

of production upon which rests the “superstructure” of literary criticism.

Sophisticated Marxist cultural analysis, of course, underscores the recursive

mutual actions of ideas upon materials and vice versa, opening possibilities

for new ways of conceiving the interdependence of editions, their readers,

their sources, and their makers. How do divisions of labor parallel other

kinds of differences?
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One politicized difference that has received significant attention in tex-

tual scholarship is gender. When conceived as a process of “engendering,”

editing implicitly casts its objects in erotic terms, pointing toward the poly-

morphous circulation of desire throughout the editorial process. The tradi-

tional stemma, for example, follows a parthenogenetic model, in which the

legitimate text resists “relations” of any kind: seen as a sexual system, the

stemma defines the “other sex” as a contaminating intruder.13 The stemma

itself, though, can sustain other metaphors. Bédier, for example, mocked the

stemmatic quest for family relations by imagining that one of the “brothers”

in the group donned make-up.14 In today’s terms, Bédier suggests here that

“gendered performance” rather than sexual biology lies at the heart of stem-

matic logic: in mistaking gender for sex, we assume essential differences that

may in fact turn out to be provisional variables; surface differences between

textual witnesses (which could lead to classifying them in different “fam-

ilies”) may merely mask deeper similarities (justifying classification in the

same family). What happens to the textual scene if we take the idea of a

“transvestite” text seriously? Bédier in fact posited the transvestite as the

norm rather than the exception: precisely because any text could be in drag,

the logic of the stemma falls apart. Current theoretical reflections on cross-

dressing could help elaborate on how imitation and “passing” can operate

in textual scholarship.

These same reflections prompt reconceptualization of the idea of the body.

Analogies have often been drawn between the human body and the physical

text. But the metaphor shifts significantly with the image of the “cyborg”

body posited by Donna Haraway: the cyborg challenges naturalized genealo-

gies of (textual) transmission from generation to generation, underscoring

the body’s construction through purposeful interventions. Current thinking

around what Haraway terms the “posthuman” follows on the cyborg prece-

dent, intervening between gender and biology to disrupt prevailing models

of naturalized human bodies.15

Politicized interventions in textual scholarship cannot help but take place

in the form of new metaphors. I would like to close with one inspired by

Mireille Rosello, who has identified a “stuttering” narrative structure as a

metaphor for “queer editing.” In analyzing a Québecois novel (Daniel Ser-

nine’s Chronoreg), Rosello argues that when a particular sentence repeats,

narrating an event in a slightly different form, the repetition performs a nar-

rative stutter that creates queer time: discontinuous, non-linear, never com-

plete (“coming-out” never ends). Rosello’s treatment of the stutter describes

textual scholarship marvelously well: “The stutterer is both repeating and

not repeating, because no repetition is complete, and because no statement

is unique or ever completed;” “no real ‘truth’ ever replaces an old ‘lie;’”
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“[e]ach new version both includes the earlier ones and moves away from

them, refusing to become the absolute reality of the narrative, building on

the past while suggesting that it is always possible to go back, to have

to start from scratch again.”16 Editing turns the editor into a stutterer –

repeating but not completing a text that, in the first instance, was also not

entirely complete. By creating the second (or third or fourth or . . . ) repe-

tition, the edited text marks the source material as incomplete. Relations

between originals and copies become blurry, as editions take the place of

their sources. The edition becomes a move both backward (repetition) and

forward (toward completion) – a “stuttered” utterance, following and pre-

ceding other stutters. The graphic representation of stuttering incompletion

comes in the format of Chronoreg’s final pages – double columns familiar

to editors and their readers: “The last pages of the text are split in two

separate and schizoid columns that follow two different directions without

giving us any indication that one version is more plausible than the other.”17

Chronoreg here enacts its own parallel-text edition of two sources, a double

column stutter that remains unresolved.

The point of attending to metaphors and discourse in textual scholarship,

of course, is not to eliminate metaphors or the ideologies they engage. As

Edward Said notes in Orientalism, the exposure of orientalist discourse does

nothing to diminish its powers to organize knowledge and structure social

relations. Awareness of how discourse works can lead to cynicism (dam-

aging repetition can seem inevitable), but it can also incite intervention at

the level of rhetoric itself. Discourse analysis brings ideology into the edito-

rial conversation, embedding politics within even the seemingly “objective”

components of editorial activity. Discourse analysis thus underscores the

pervasive action of interpretation – the lack of any pre-hermeneutic moment

in our textual relations.

Conclusion

Editions shape the conditions of possibility for interpretative engagements.

Editions are thus diffusely “political” regardless of their content or form

simply because they disseminate certain forms of knowledge and not others.

As Said observed in Orientalism and elsewhere, textual scholarship actively

shapes discourse – and the idea that “true” knowledge resides outside of

politics in fact obscures the pervasive roles of politics in knowledge pro-

duction. Said’s examples illustrate powerfully the myriad politics of editing,

translating, and generally transmuting knowledge from one form to another.

Political approaches to textual scholarship challenge us to account for the

implicit and explicit politics that inform editorial valuations, decisions, and
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products. Politics also challenge us to recognize the elusive presence of

missing archives – pieces of textual and human history rendered invisible

by the very techniques used to create textual scholarship.
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